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※ Net income attributable to owners of the parent
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2023 Q1 Results

■

■

Q2 Market Outlook and Strategy

Despite increase in MLCC shipment, revenue 
remained stagnant due to F/X

- Shipment increased, particularly to Chinese customers, 
as customer inventory adjustments eased

→ Continue to increase supply to global EV &Tier-1 customers

→ Focus on timely response to high-end MLCC such as 

small-size/ultra high-capacitance and on breaking into 

future growth markets such as AI and automation robots

Automotive MLCC demand expected to remain solid 
and IT/industrial MLCC demand expected to gradually 
recover
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■ Automotive MLCC continued to deliver solid results
driven by automotive electrification such as ADAS

- Prepared foundation for stronger performance by

expanding product line-up including high-capacitance, 

high-temperature and high-voltage MLCC 



Q2 Market Outlook and Strategy

2023 Q1 Results
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■

- Full scale supply of 200M pixel camera module with enhanced

stabilization and increased supply of high-performance 

camera modules including 10X folded zoom

■

■ Automotive camera module revenue also solid with 
increased supply of high performance products

Smartphone camera module demand expected 
to be soft in Q2 due to seasonality 

Revenue increased driven by strategic customer’s 
new flagship smartphone launch 

→ Focus on customer diversification and product line-up

expansion by leveraging internal capabilities 

Automotive camera module growth to continue with 
advances in autonomous driving technology 

■

→ Focus on timely response with differentiated products     

targeting flagship models scheduled for launch in 2nd half 



Q2 Market Outlook and Strategy
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2023 Q1 Results

■ Revenue decreased due to soft set demand such as  
smartphones and PCs 

- BGA supply decreased around mobile AP, 5G antenna

and memory substrates  

- FCBGA supply decreased in PC applications but full-fledged

commercialization of large body, high multi layer 

server substrates in progress

■

→ Focus on increasing supply around demand-growth 

applications such as mobile AP,memory, ARM processor

■ FCBGAdemand expected to be weak in PC applications 
but demand for high-end package substrates expected to 
continue growth 

→ Focus on increasing supply of high-end products such as

server and automotive applications 

BGA demand expected to increase around specificproducts



※ Net income attributable to owners of the parent



QoQ YoY

10,997.2 - 9%↑

4,888.3 1%↓ 4%↑

1,677.1 5%↓ 959.1 66%↑

990.7 3%↓ 1,224.2 22%↓

1,901.6 - 1,766.3 8%↑

318.9 17%↑ 708.9 48%↓

6,108.9 1%↑ 14%↓

320.3 27%↓ 359.1 35%↓

5,235.3 3%↑ 4,697.9 15%↑

150.1 3%↑ 138.6 12%↑

403.2 5%↓ 211.6 81%↑

3,303.7 2%↓ 9%↑

2,525.1 2%↑ 23%↑

778.6 14%↓ 24%↓

7,693.5 1%↑ 9%↑

388.0 - -




